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a b s t r a c t

In this work, we apply a one-step direct current arc discharge method to synthesize graphite-
encapsulated magnetic nanoparticles functionalized with a high concentration of amino groups uni-
formly without further modification or any other pre/post-treatment procedures. The synthesis was
accomplished by adding different molar ratios of NH3 into He/CH4 gas mixture under various gas
pressures. The optimized number of functionalized amino groups is evaluated to be ~3.22 � 105 per
nanoparticle prepared at 50 Torr with 0.1% of NH3. As the molar ratios of NH3 decrease from 1.0% to 0.1%,
the optical emission peaks of CN and NH are intensified gradually, and the surface structural integrities
also increase. These results indicate that NH3 not only provides -NH or -NH2 fragment species to
introduce amino groups incorporating with the dangling bonds activated by H radicals, but also con-
structs networks to flatten the outmost graphitic surfaces of encapsulated nanoparticles. As the working
gas pressure changes from 25 to 100 Torr, the outmost shells formed by the dissociated CH4/NH3 mol-
ecules tend to be relatively less disordered.

© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Magnetic nanoparticles are of great interest and have wide
potentials in various disciplines, including magnetic resonance
imaging [1], catalysis [2], biomedicine [3], environmental remedi-
ation [4], data storage [5], and magnetic fluids [6], etc. However, an
inevitable problem associated with the nanosized metallic particles
is their instability over long periods. The highly active non-
encapsulated magnetic nanoparticles tend to be easily oxidized in
air, eroded by acid/base and agglomerated to reduce their surface
energy. To overcome these limitations, the development of a pro-
tective shell to isolate the metallic core against the environment is
of crucial importance, and a series of strategies have been utilized
using a range of coatingmaterials, such as silica [7,8], carbon [9] and
e and Technology, Shizuoka
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agatsu).
organic surfactant polymers [10,11].
Recently, carbon encapsulated magnetic nanoparticles are

receiving more attention due to their much higher chemical and
thermal stability as well as biocompatibility of carbon-based ma-
terials [12,13]. The encapsulated carbon shells can not only avoid
the direct exposure of magnetic core and preserve the structural
and interfacial stabilization of magnetic nanoparticles, but also be
applied for further functionalizationwith specific components (e.g.,
functional groups, various drugs and catalytic species). Surface
modification with functional groups (e.g., amino and carboxyl
groups) is quite attractive for the practical applications of magnetic
nanoparticles, because hydrophilic amino-functionalized carbon
shells endow better dispersibility and stability. Accordingly, many
approaches such as thermal decomposition [14], solvothermal
process [15], micro-emulsion [16] and co-precipitation [17] have
been exploited to fabricate amino-functionalized magnetic nano-
particles. However, rigorous reacting conditions, toxic reactants
and difficulties in terms of liquid waste greatly limit their practical
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applications. The dry plasma treatment would be an environmen-
tally friendly method with a short processing time, and is also able
to provide various functional groups [18].

Since then, many researchers focus on the fabrication and sur-
face functionalization of metallic nanoparticles by a plasma pro-
cessing. As reported in our previous papers [19e21], we have
successfully fabricated graphite-encapsulated magnetic nano-
particles (GEMNPs) and graphite-encapsulated gold nanoparticles
by a direct current (DC) arc discharge method and functionalized
their surfaces with amino groups by applying radio frequency
inductively-coupled plasma. During the processing, the nano-
particles were dispersed onto the sample stage as widely as
possible. The uniform treatment of the entire surfaces of nano-
particles was quite difficult because the amino modification would
only occur on the top side of the samples. We also greatly enhanced
the surface interaction between GEMNPs and activated species of
plasma by employing the particle explosion where the nano-
particles were ion-sputtered via a negative pulsed biasing of the
sample stage during the plasma treatment [21]. However, sputtered
magnetic nanoparticles would be agglomerated and still less
exposed to the plasma. The fabrication of GEMNPs functionalized
by amino groups uniformly using a plasma technique is one of the
challenges in this field. The motivation of our research stems from
the need for direct fabrication of amino-functionalized GEMNPs by
a one-step plasma synthetic process.

In this paper, the fabrication of highly-concentrated amino-
functionalized GEMNPs is reported via a one-step DC arc discharge
method. We quantify the number of modified amino groups, and
focus on the surface morphological and structural analysis of the
as-prepared GEMNPs by scanning transmission electron micro-
scopy (STEM) and Raman spectroscopy. The influences of molar
ratios of NH3 in the gas mixture and the working gas pressures on
the surface morphology and the number of amino groups are dis-
cussed thoroughly.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials

Iron oxide powder (99.99%) and graphite powder (99.99%) were
purchased at New Metals and Chemicals Ltd. graphite rod (99.99%)
at Nilaco Corporation, and Graphibond™ 551-R at AMECO Corpo-
ration, respectively. All the chemicals and solvents were used
without any further purification.

2.2. Fabrication of amino-functionalized GEMNPs

The amino-functionalized GEMNPs were fabricated using a DC
arc discharge method. Two graphite rods (50 mm � Ø10 mm) were
set inside the stainless-steel chamber. A hole of around 8 mm in
diameter and 15 mm in depth was drilled in the center of the
graphite rod. The hole was filled with a mixture of iron oxide
powder, graphite powder and graphibond with an initial mass ratio
of 1:1:2. The cathode was a pointed graphite rod. Then the whole
systemwas evacuated to several Pa by a rotary pump. Amixture gas
of He/CH4/NH3 with specific molar ratios was backfilled as the
reactant gas to the chamber until the pressure reached specific
pressures. The molar ratio of He/CH4 was kept as 4:1 in all these
experiments. The distance between two rods could be adjusted by a
linear motion feedthrough with a micrometer head outside of the
chamber to control the discharge process. The arc discharge was
generated by applying a high direct current of 120 A and a potential
of 20 V between the two electrodes. The duration of the DC arc
discharge was controlled to be 20 s. The directly deposited powders
on the thin tantalum sheet substrates located at 10 cm upward in a
vertical direction from the central axis of electrodes were collected.
Considering the different molar ratios of NH3 in the gas mixture
and different working gas pressures, we termed the samples as
GEMNPs-xNH3 (x: the molar ratio of NH3, at 100 Torr) and
GEMNPs-y (y: the working gas pressure in unit of Torr, with 0.1% of
NH3).

2.3. Characterization

STEM analysis was performed on JEM-2100F (JEOL) instrument
operated at the beam energy of 200 kV. X-ray diffraction (XRD)
analysis was measured on RINT Ultima II (Rigaku) equipped with
Cu Ka radiation (l¼ 0.15406 nm). Raman spectra were recorded on
NRS-103 7100F (JASCO) at the excitation wavelength of 532 nm. X-
ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements were con-
ducted with an ESCALAB Mark II system (VG Scientific). Optical
emission spectroscopy (OES) measurement was performed by
means of an USB2000þ (Ocean Optics) Miniature Fiber Optic
Spectrometer. The optical fiber was collimated and placed directly
above the discharge center (24 cm to the center). As for the quan-
titative analysis of amino group population introduced onto the
GEMNPs, we used a conventional chemical derivatization method
using the UVeVis absorption spectroscopy with an Infinite 200 Pro
(TECAN).

2.4. Quantification of amino groups

The quantification of modified amino functional groups was
analyzed through the chemical derivatization method by employ-
ing sulfosuccinimidyl 6-[30(2-pyridyldithio)-propion-amido] hex-
anoate (sulfo-LC-SPDP) according to the specific chemical
procedures [22,23]. 250 mg of amino-functionalized GEMNPs were
well dispersed into 200 mL of 10 mM sulfo-LC-SPDP in phosphate
buffer saline (PBS) and reacted for 30 min under a dark condition
with a ultrasonication of each 5 min. Then reacted GEMNPs were
rinsedwith PBS thoroughly. After that, GEMNPswith sulfo-LC-SPDP
complexes were reacted with 300 mL of 20 mM dithiothreitol in PBS
under dark condition. After a 15 min reaction, the nanoparticles
were separated by centrifugation at 14000 rpm, and the cleaved
product (i.e., pyridine-2-thione) liberated from the sulfo-LC-SPDP
in the supernatant liquid was determined by measuring the
absorbance at 343 nm using a microplate reader (Infinite 200 Pro,
TECAN). The number of amino groups in 250 mg of amino-
functionalized GEMNPs was quantitatively determined from the
calibration curve using the extinction coefficient of pyridine-2-
thione at 343 nm (i.e., 8.08 � 103 M�1 cm�1). The number of
nanoparticles per gram was calculated to be 1.14 � 1014 by
assuming that the nanoparticles have a regularly spherical shape
with roughly 20 nm of average core diameter determined from the
nanoparticle size distribution taken by high resolution trans-
mission microscopy (HRTEM). Then the number of amino groups
modified on the surface of one nanoparticle could be evaluated.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Characterization of amino-functionalized GEMNPs

Fig. 1a shows that the as-prepared GEMNPs-0.1%NH3 are quasi-
spherical in shape, and magnetic cores are clearly encapsulated by
graphitic carbon layers as the fine lattice fringes exhibited (i.e.,
0.338 nm of graphite (002), 0.203 nm of a-iron (110) or Fe3C (031)).
The size distribution of amino-functionalized GEMNPs-0.1%NH3 is
determined from multiple STEM images. As shown in Fig. 1b, the
average nanoparticle diameter and shell thickness of amino-
functionalized GEMNPs with a standard deviation are



Fig. 1. Characterization of amino-functionalized GEMNPs. (a) Typical STEM image (inset: HRTEM image showing the fine lattice structure); (b) size distribution curves of shell
thickness and nanoparticle diameter; (c) XRD pattern; (d) XPS survey scans of GEMNPs-0%NH3 and GEMNPs-1.0%NH3. (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)

Fig. 2. Quantification of amino groups on GEMNPs prepared with different NH3 gas
mixture ratios.
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19.4 ± 1.7 nm and 3.1 ± 0.2 nm, respectively. The crystalline
structure of GEMNPs was studied using XRD technique as shown in
Fig. 1c. The narrow and sharp peak at 2q ¼ 26.5� attributed to the
(002) reflection of graphitic carbon is unambiguously observed. The
diffraction peaks at 37.9�, 42.9�, 43.7�, 44.7�, 46.0� and 49.6� can be
ascribed to the (121), (211), (102), (031), (112) and (221) crystal
reflections of Fe3C (JCPDS 01-072-1110), respectively. Peaks at 44.7�

and 65.9� are corresponded to the (110) and (200) reflections of a-
Fe (JCPDS 00-006-0696), respectively. This result indicates Fe3C and
a-Fe coexist in the as-prepared GEMNPs, which are related to the
reduction phase transformation of iron oxide during the arc
discharge, i.e., Fe2O3 / Fe3O4 / FeO / Fe / Fe3C [24,25].
Moreover, XPS measurements were also conducted to analyze the
surface property of GEMNPs. As shown in Fig. 1d, carbon (C 1s at
284.0 eV) and iron (Fe 3p at 54.0 eV and Fe 2p at 708 eV) are
exhibited in the wide-scan spectrum of GEMNPs-0%NH3 and
GEMNPs-1.0%NH3. The clearly observation of N 1s peak demon-
strates the successful modification of amino functional groups on
GEMNPs-1.0%NH3.
3.2. Effect of the molar ratio of NH3

The numbers of amino groups introduced on the surfaces of
GEMNPs fabricated with differentmolar ratios of NH3 from 0.05% to
5.0% were quantitatively evaluated by the conventional chemical
protocol as described in the experimental section, and the results
are shown in Fig. 2. The number of amino groups increases from
zero to about 1.19 � 105 per nanoparticle as the molar ratios of NH3
increases from 0% to 0.1%, and then reduces to 2.37 � 104 per
nanoparticle as NH3 gas mixture ratio increases to 5.0%. For the arc
discharge plasma occurred at 100 Torr, both the light and heavy
particles are nearly in thermal equilibrium, suggesting that the
temperatures of gas molecules and electrons are approximately
equal. The mainly generated processes for NH and NH2 radicals can
be attributed to the energy exchange betweenHemetastable atoms
(19.8 eV) and NH3 molecules, and Penning excitation with subse-
quent dissociative recombination [26]:
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NH3 þ He*/NH2 þ HþHe
/NHþ H2 þ He
/NHþ

3 þ e þ He;

NHþ
3 þ e�/NH2 þ H;

where He* is the He metastable atom generated via electron col-
lisions. As the molar ratio of NH3 decreases from 5.0% to 0.1%, a
more efficient decomposition of NH3 in the entire arc gap may be
achieved when the applied discharge power keeps constant. Hence
more amino groups are functionalized on the surfaces of GEMNPs-
0.1%NH3 correspondingly.

The OES measurements were carried out to diagnose the He/
CH4/NH3 arc discharge plasma with typical experimental condi-
tions as shown in Fig. 3. As the molar ratio of NH3 increases from 0%
to 1.0%, similar emission spectra ranging from the wavelength of
300 nme680 nmwere governed by the optical emission of several
predominant species, i.e., C1, C2, C3, Fe I (excited neutral atoms) and
Fe II (ions), which are coincided with previous reports [27,28]. No
obvious peaks of CH electron transition (A� X(2D�P2) at 431.5 nm
and B � X(2S � 2P) at 387.5 nm) and atomic H (Ha at 656.5 nm, Hb

at 486.1 nm) were detected in the spectrum of He/CH4 arc plasma.
The emission intensities of CH species and atomic H were
extremely low while compared with the dominant existed species.
It can be speculated that the graphite powder in the molded rod
will act as the main carbon source in the initial stage of the arc
discharge, namely, the carbon dissolved into the metallic matrix is
mainly derived from the graphite powder. By adding 1.0%, 0.4% and
0.1% of NH3 in the working gas mixture, the weak emission peaks of
atomic H become visible gradually. For the spectrum of GEMNPs-
0.1%NH3, the peaks of CN (B2S � X2S (0,0) at 388.5 nm) and NH
(A3Pv0¼0,1 � X3S�

v”¼0,1 at 336.0 nm) are both clearly exhibited,
providing the existed evidence of NH2 through the reactions of
NH2 þ He٭ / NH þ H þ He [29], even no optical emission of NH2
species was detected. The increasing amounts of NH, CN and H
radicals in the growing regime of GEMNPs will make the amino-
functionalized process more effective. This is in good agreement
with the quantitative result of amino groups.

Fig. 4 shows the typical HRTEM images of GEMNPs prepared
with various molar ratios of NH3 in the working gas mixture. No
structural change occurs for the inner graphite layers and magnetic
core, whereas the morphological differences of the outmost shells
are clearly observed. For the GEMNPs-0%NH3 (Fig. 4a and b), many
carbon nano loops with a size from ~0.8 nm to ~2.0 nm are roughly
Fig. 3. Typical optical emission spectra for the DC arc discharge systems with different
molar ratios of NH3. (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)
distributed on the surfaces of coated shells (indicated by red ar-
rows). While 1.0% of NH3 is added into the gas mixture, the nano
loops tend to be compressed as presented in Fig. 4c and d. For the
GENMPs-0.4%NH3 (Fig. 4e and f), the surfaces tend to be relatively
less roughened without obvious nano loops located. By adding 0.1%
of NH3, the surface microstructure of GEMNPs-0.1%NH3 (Fig. 4g and
h) is of high integrity. The typical Raman spectra of GEMNPs in
Fig. 5a shows that the ID/IG ratios of the samples prepared with
different molar ratios of NH3 from 0% to 1.0% are 0.973, 0.872, 0.884
and 0.968, respectively, indicating that the extent of defective
nanostructures in GEMNPs-0.1%NH3 is minimal. This result is
consistent with the HRTEM results mentioned above.

Here, we will discuss about the reason why this surface
morphological evolution occurs. When an arc discharge is gener-
ated between the two electrodes, the rod with iron oxide-graphite
mixture will gasify immediately due to the extremely high tem-
perature in the arc center. Carbon atoms evaporated from graphite
powder will coagulate with each other to form small clusters, and
dissolve into unit cells of iron clusters owing to the high carbon
solubility of iron in the high temperature regime. Due to the
collision with surrounding gas molecules, the temperature of
nanoparticles decreases, and carbon solubility of iron will also
reduce to initiate the precipitation of carbon atoms from the iron
carbide matrix. As the outmost shell is formed by emerging carbon
atoms, the graphitization will be initiated on the very beginning
encapsulating carbon layer, and then this outer graphene layer will
trap the core inside to block the graphitization of deposited carbon
clusters on the surfaces of the nanoparticles. As the cooling goes on
from the surface to the center of the nanoparticles, the internal
carbon layers will be graphitized and grow by keeping their planes
parallel to the external layer due to the catalysis of metallic core.
Hence these layer-by-layered assembled GEMNPs are formed
[30,31].

Meanwhile, CH4 and NH3 in the arc plasma regime will release
dissociated H radicals to activate C-C bond so that more C/N-
containing species can add to the growth of encapsulated layers.
However, due to the lack of catalytic effect of metal (inactivation or
poisoning by coated graphitic layers), the nanostructures formed
on the outmost surfaces of coated shells are nano loops. There
exists an activation barrier against the formation of compacted
graphite layers from dissociated CH4/NH3 radicals (e.g., C2H2, N2H4)
[32,33]. Given the larger bonding energy of C-C bond (345 kJ/mol)
than those of C-N bond (305 kJ/mol) and N-N bond (160 kJ/mol)
(i.e., stronger strength of C-C bond than those of C-N and N-N bond)
[34], the energy barrier to form orderly arranged N-containing
networks is lower than that of pure carbon ones. The dissociated
nitrogen-containing radicals in ammonia plasma region will serve
as nitrogen precursors for the nitrogen doping of GEMNPs. Here we
analyze the surface doping situations of these GEMNPs. As shown
in Fig. 5b and c, the N 1s region can be deconvoluted into four types,
i.e., pyridinic N (398.2 eV), amino N (399.2eV), pyrrolic N (400.4 eV)
and quaternary N (401.9 eV) [35]. The upward tendency of the in-
tensities of amino N peaks from GEMNPs-1.0%NH3 to GEMNPs-0.1%
NH3 is also in agreement with that of amino group quantification.
While the molar ratio of NH3 decreases from 1.0% to 0.1%, more
dissociated H radicals are generated to etch the formed nano loops
on the outer layers in the arc plasma regime, and the surfaces of
GEMNPs tend to be more smooth and tidy. During this etching (by
H radicals)-growing (by C/N-containing radicals) process of nano
loops, the surface structural integrity evolves in the order of
GEMNPs-0.1%NH3 > GEMNPs-0.4%NH3 > GEMNPs-1.0%NH3, as
illustrated in Fig. 5d. It is also found from optical emission spectrum
shown in Fig. 3 that CN and H species are remarkably generated in
case of 0.1% of NH3 compared with other cases. Hence, NH3 plays an
important role in not only providing -NH/-NH2 functional groups to



Fig. 4. STEM images of GEMNPs fabricated with different ratios of NH3 at the working gas pressure of 100 Torr: (a, b) 0%; (c, d) 1.0%; (e, f) 0.4%; (g, h) 0.1%. (A colour version of this
figure can be viewed online.)



Fig. 5. (a) Raman spectra of GEMNPs-0.1%NH3. (b) Illustration of different types of nitrogen atoms in the outmost layers of graphite shells. (c) High resolution N 1s spectra of
GEMNPs. (d) Schematic showing the surface morphological evolution of GEMNPs. (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)
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incorporate with the dangling bonds activated by H radicals, but
performing the construction of networks to flatten the surfaces as
well.
3.3. Effect of the working gas pressure

STEM images of amino-functionalized GEMNPs fabricated at
different working gas pressures reveal that all of the as-grown
GEMNPs are quasi-spherical in shape as shown in Fig. 6. By
altering the working gas pressure, the average nanoparticle diam-
eter of amino-functionalized GEMNPs with a standard deviation
are 23.1 ± 3.2 nm (at 25 Torr, Fig. 6a), 21.4 ± 3.2 nm (at 50 Torr,
Fig. 6b), 20.9 ± 1.4 nm (at 75 Torr, Fig. 6c) and 19.4 ± 1.7 nm (at
100 Torr, Fig. 1a), respectively.

The quantitative number of amino groups on the surfaces of
GEMNPs fabricated at different working gas pressures with 0.1% of
NH3 are exhibited in Fig. 7. The optimum working gas pressure for
the modification of amino groups is 50 Torr. The numbers of amino
groups on the surfaces of GEMNPs-50 Torr prepared with 0.1%, 0.4%
and 1.0% of NH3 are calculated to be ~3.22 � 105, 1.42 � 105 and
7.50 � 104 per nanoparticle, respectively. It should be noted here
that the maximum number of amino groups on GEMNPs-50 Torr
prepared with 0.1% NH3 addition, 3.22 � 105 per nanoparticle, is
about 5 times higher than those observed in our previous study
using the RF plasma surface modification with a pulsed powder
explosion method [21]. In this study, it is expected that the surfaces
of GEMNPs were uniformly and individually functionalized during
the DC arc discharge, where the surface chemical modifications
were simultaneously performed during the nanoparticle synthesis.

According to Paschen's law, the value of p·d keeps constant at
the minimum of breakdown voltage. While the working gas pres-
sure increases from 25 Torr to 100 Torr, the inter-electrode distance



Fig. 6. STEM images of amino-functionalized GEMNPs prepared at different working gas pressures with 0.1% of NH3: (a) 25 Torr, (b) 50 Torr, (c) 75 Torr; (d) corresponding size
distribution histograms of nanoparticle diameters. (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)

Fig. 7. Quantification of amino groups on GEMNPs prepared at different working gas
pressures and NH3 gas mixture ratios. (A colour version of this figure can be viewed
online.)
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(i.e., arc plasma size), and also mean free path of plasma species
both decrease. At higher ambient pressure, the diffusion of hot
species evaporated from the arc gap is restricted and the vapor is
confined to a narrow region near the evaporation source. Corre-
spondingly, the GEMNPs pass through a shorter path length of CH4/
NH3 plasma zone, resulting in less number of amino groups
modified on the carbon shells and also smaller diameter of GEMNPs
due to their shorter interaction length with surrounding gas spe-
cies. As a consequence, the number of grafted amino groups on
GEMNPs should be in the order of
25 Torr > 50 Torr > 75 Torr > 100 Torr. However, there remains a
question why the number of modified amino groups prepared at
25 Torr is less than that at 50 Torr in our experiment. At high
working pressure (e.g., 75 and 100 Torr), the main approach to
generate -NH and -NH2 radicals in the thermal plasma can be
attributed to the energy exchange between He metastable atoms
and NH3 molecules, and Penning excitation with subsequent
dissociative recombination. However, as we described before, due
to the decrease of electron mean free path, the produced He
metastable atoms are limited to the arc plasma region and their
production are suppressed at higher pressure. This is also the
reason why fewer -NH and -NH2 radicals are generated at higher
pressure region.

On the other hand, at low working gas pressure (e.g., 25 and
50 Torr), the electron kinetic energy becomes higher than that at
higher pressure due to longer electron mean free path at a given
input DC voltage. Hence, He metastable atoms can be generated by
electron impact excitation with He atoms, which leads to the effi-
cient decomposition of NH3 in the discharge gap. Therefore, as He
and NH3 gas pressure decreases, the production of -NH and -NH2
radicals by the DC arc discharge automatically decrease. This is a
plausible reason why the number of amino groups on GEMNPs
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prepared at 25 Torr is lower than that at 50 Torr. Hence, given all
these influential factors, the optimized working gas condition for
the one-step fabrication of amino-functionalized GEMNPs by the
DC arc discharge method is achieved as follows: He/CH4/
NH3 ¼ 39.96 Torr: 9.99 Torr: 0.05 Torr.

The typical surface microstructures of GEMNPs fabricated at
different working pressures with 0.1% of NH3 are observed as
shown in Fig. 8. According to the indirect growth mode of GEMNPs
prepared by iron group elements-carbon arc discharge method
[36], the dissolved carbon re-precipitates out from the metallic
Fig. 8. Typical STEM images of GEMNPs prepared at different working gas pressures with 0.
viewed online.)
matrix to form assembled graphite covers by stacking layers, which
is intuitively exhibited in Fig. 8a. As the red arrows point, the re-
precipitated graphite layers composed of parallel straight gra-
phene layers are arranged orderly. It is interesting to note that the
whole surface of the coating shell tends to be disorganized roughly
comparing with the inner graphite layers. By the magnified
observation of GEMNPs-25 Torr, one can see that the coating shell is
divided into two parts distinctly: inner part composed of ordered
parallel graphite layers, outer part composed of relatively disor-
dered carbon covers with bunches (indicated inside Fig. 8b). While
1% of NH3: (a,b) 25 Torr, (c,d) 50 Torr, (e) 75 Torr. (A colour version of this figure can be
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the working pressure changes to 50 Torr, the disorganized outer
part is partially observed on the surfaces of GEMNPs-50 Torr (e.g.,
only left side of GEMNPs as shown in Fig. 8c). The entangled
graphite layers are not fully compacted in this outer part, leaving
some dangling positions. For the GEMNPs-75 Torr (Fig. 8e), only
some nano loops are raised and located on the outmost layer of
graphite shells (indicated by white arrows in Fig. 8d), and other
parts of the surface are well flatted, which is quite similar to the
morphology of GEMNPs-100 Torr prepared with 0.1% of NH3
(Fig. 4h).

The gas temperature and working gas pressure cannot be
controlled independently in arc plasma, namely, the decline in
working gas pressure will induce a decreasing gas temperature in
the nucleation and growth regime around the arc gap. Considering
the existence of the activation barrier against the formation of
compacted layers, at lower gas temperature and pressure, the
dissociated CH4/NH3 molecules are arranged to form relatively
disordered covers rather than parallel layers constituted of hexa-
gons. The energy barrier makes the weak bonds between graphite-
like layers cannot be formed stably, resulting in the formation of
dangling covers, which are mainly composed of nitrogen doped
substituent groups with relatively high molecular weights. These
substituent groups would also provide much more free bonds to
link with amino groups.

Assuming the integrated outmost layer of GEMNPs-0.1%NH3

(Fig. 3g and h) is composed of pure carbon constitute, the number
of carbon atoms on the outmost layer of one GMNP can be calcu-
lated as: N(carbon atoms) ¼ 2 N(benzene ring) ¼ 2SNP/S(benzene ring),
S(benzene ring) ¼ 3

ffiffiffi

3
p

/2 � d2, where N(carbon atoms) and N(benzene ring)
are the number of carbon atoms and benzene rings on the outmost
layer, respectively; d is the in-plain C-C bond length of graphite
(0.142 nm) [37]; SNP is the surface area of one GEMNP (radius of
GEMNP¼ 10 nm); S(benzene ring) is the surface area of a benzene ring.
Then the calculated values of SNP, S(benzene ring) and N(carbon atoms) are
~1.257 � 10�15 m2, ~5.239 � 10�20 m2 and ~47976, respectively.
Thus, we found that the number of amino groups on the surface of
GEMNPs-50 Torr (i.e., ~3.22 � 105) is about 6.7 times higher than
the number of carbon atoms on the outmost layer of one nano-
particle (i.e., ~47976). This can be attributed to the fact that these
covers are mainly composed of nitrogen doped substituent groups
with relatively high molecular weights, which will provide much
more free bonds to link amino groups. However, the further study
will be needed to explain the present experimental results by cross-
checking using other methods, such as Nuclear Magnetic Reso-
nance (NMR) measurement or XPS analysis. Whereas the parallel
graphite layers are not affected by the different working pressures,
because they are formed by re-precipitated carbon atoms from
metallic matrix rather than from dissociated CH4/NH3 species.

As reported in our previous papers, the plasma functionalized
GEMNPs had a highly efficient bioconjugation property by using
biotineavidin system [38]. The amino group-functionalized
GEMNPs were served to immobilize with an Escherichia coli
(E.coli) antibody on their surfaces and incubated with E.coli bacteria
further [39]. The antibody-integrated magnetic beads have also
been functionalized for influenza A virus capture [40]. Through a
plasma-induced method, we synthesized chitosan-grafted mag-
netic bentonite and carboxymethyl cellulose-grafted magnetic
bentonite which showed a good magnetic properties and signifi-
cant adsorption capacities for the enrichment of radionuclides
[4,41]. Bystrzejewski et al. investigated carbon-coated magnetic
nanoparticles as mobile adsorbents to remove heavy metal ions
(Cu2þ, Co2þ, Cd2þ) from aqueous solutions, which had considerably
higher adsorption capacities than those of activated carbons [42].
Niu et al. have prepared core/shell structured carbon-encapsulated
magnetic nanoparticles using inorganic iron salt and glucose
solution as precursor substance. These nanocomposites exhibited a
high enrichment for various organic compounds including
bisphenol A, 4-n-nonylphenol, 4-tert-octylphenol, etc [43]. There-
fore, GEMNPs are versatile nanomaterials which can be function-
alized with various types of functional groups and active molecules
to exhibit numerous potentials in environmental pollution man-
agement and biomedical applications.

4. Conclusions

In this study, a versatile one-step DC arc discharge method was
applied to fabricate GEMNPs functionalized by a large amount of
amino groups uniformly in the working gas mixture of He/CH4/
NH3. By changing the molar ratio of NH3 from 0% to 5.0% and the
working gas pressures from 25 Torr to 100 Torr, different numbers
of modified amino groups are quantitatively confirmed by the
chemical derivatization method. The optimized condition of this
one-step fabrication process for the effective functionalization of
amino groups is achieved. It shows that at 50 Torr with 0.1% of NH3,
amino groups are fully functionalized on the surface with a number
of ~3.22 � 105 per nanoparticle. The surface structural integrity of
outmost layers of GEMNPs increases as the molar ratio of NH3 de-
creases from 1.0% to 0.1%. The adding NH3 not only provides -NH or
-NH2 fragment species to introduce amino groups incorporating
with the dangling bonds activated by H radicals, but also performs
the construction of networks to flatten the surfaces of GEMNPs.
This present work suggests that a one-step arc discharge method is
desirable and easily controllable for the fabrication of amino-
functionalized GEMNPs while maintaining their original bulk
structures, which can be also used to synthesize other metallic
nanoparticles efficiently for various applications.
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